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Aylin KÖSTEKLİ - 1347699

This week, we have started preparing information for the initial design report. I have 

investigated a few “Design Report” samples and have done some research about the content

of “Initial Design Report”. As I was responsible for GUI component of our project, 

determined and wrote the requirements of GUI design in our “Requirement Analysis Report”, 

I will also deal with same module of our project in “Initial Design Report”. So I have started 

to search about GUI module requirements of AJAXDEV project. Also Fulya and me wrote 

the “Living Schedule” that shows all tasks that will be achieved during following 18 days and 

responsible member(s) of tasks. Since our priority is submitting our “Initial Design Report”, 

tasks of “Living Schedule” that we will perform, are writing parts of report. 

Fulya OKTAY - 1347756

This week, we shared the work between team members. I was supposed the investigate 

the initial design reports of last years’ projects. So I read some of them and helped Görkem to 

make out an outline for our report and helped Aylin to prepare the living schedule. I also 

investigated Google Web Toolkit and some of Ajax applications which were designed with 

that tool. I couldn’t do much more study about the project because of the midterms.



Tayfun TEKİN - 1347996

This week, I have prepared the GUI of our ide with Mustafa. First I have learned the 

JAVA SWING in a detailed way because there are lots of useful UI in SWING and it was 

eased our work while designing GUI. We downloaded some lookandfeels for our GUI 

because it is very important how it looks. Another important thing that we consider is the 

needs of users that may use our product in the future. We have two types of user which are 

experienced and inexperienced AJAX developers. So our GUI must address both of the user 

types. At the moment this GUI is our initial design and it will be opened any changes in the 

future. 

A. Görkem EKMEKCİ - 1347392

This week I examined last two years’ initial design reports and prepared an outline for 

our initial design report with Fulya. Other than that I studied some UML diagrams (use case 

diagrams, sequence diagrams, class diagrams and activity diagrams). Because of recent 

workload I didn’t do anything else.

Mustafa AZAK – 1347178

As Tayfun mentioned, this week we prepared GUI for our application. I searched 

SWING widgets to enhance our GUI .Also as Swing supports pluggable look and feel, we 

searched supported “look and feel”s to find one that  we like most. In addition, I examined 

some products to find out the way they design some essential parts of GUIs. We learned how 

to develop a GUI in Sun Java Studio Enterprise 8  and used it. Finally, using Adobe 

PhotoShop, I prepared the tool bar buttons for our ide.


